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Silicon Valley VC model

• Ten times better, faster or cheaper 

• Network effect, platform effect - aim for monopoly 

• Avoid red sea, avoid competition 

• Economy of scale drives up profit: marginal cost of zero  

• Team of free-spirited nerds + adult supervision

Adapted from <<Zero to One>>
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China VC Model

• Better for China market 

• Mass, mass, mass 

• Standout in red sea - everywhere is fierce competition 

• Thin profits - scale comes before economy of scale 

• Superman (superwoman) is the entrepreneur 
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Why?
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Perfectly determinate 
code

Uncontrollable 
organisms

Atoms and 
moleculars

Well-understood, 
artificial

Poorly understood, 
natural Complex, hostile

Definite, engineering Indefinite, random Semi-definite

Basically unregulated Heavily regulated Some regulation

Cheap (a little seed 
money)

Expensive (> $1 B 
per drug) $ 10 - $100 M

Committed 
entrepreneurial 

hackers

High-salaried, 
unaligned lab drones

Multidisciplinary 
engineering

Easy Easy Big headache

Uniform, large Uniform, large Islands

Software start-ups Biotech start-ups

Subject

Environment

Approach

Regulation

R&D Cost

Team

Adapted from Peter Thiel <<Zero to One>>

Manufacturing

Materials/Semi/ 
other hard tech

Market
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Fit with Silicon Valley VC?

• Ten times better, faster or cheaper 

• Network effect, platform effect - aim for monopoly 

• Avoid red sea, avoid competition 

• Economy of scale drives up profit: marginal cost of zero  

• Team of free-spirited nerds + adult supervision
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Its … hard

Lots of $$$ 

Collaborative efforts of scientists 

Manufacturing scale-up 

Fierce competition
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So what do we do with a messy and challenging odd-ball?

“It’s a different game” 
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Lots of $$$

Overall 
R&D 

Spending 

~ $250 B

Venture 
Capital in 

hard 
technologies  

~ $ 2.5 B

Overall 
R&D 

Spending 

~ $450 B
Venture 

Capital in 
hard 

technologies 
~ $ 10 B

1%

China US

• Current government push to convert some 
grants to fund will enhance efficiency and 
increase flow of capital to start-ups 

• The new National VC FOF of $6.5 B will 
multiply into $100 B scale, adding 
tremendous capital to the VC pool 2%
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Getting talents together

Start-ups 

About 1 million returnees 
~ 20 K returnee companies

~ 3 million  
researchers
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Manufacturing scale-up
•  Its China’s strength 
•  Work with MNC companies for scale up and leverage many years 

of expertise

12 / Global venture capital insights and trends 2014

Elsewhere, there is evidence that angels and incubators are 
staying in for follow-on investment rounds, which accounts 
for increased presence at the later stages. In Canada, angel 
and incubator participation was highest at the product 
\]n]dghe]fl�klY_]$�o`ad]�af�;`afY$�l`]j]�oYk�Y�ka_faÕ[Yfl�
increase in angel and incubator participation at the revenue- 
generation stage (9 out of 244 rounds in 2013 compared 
to just 4 out of 213 rounds in 2012). Israel and India are 
attracting some interest from angel investors and incubators 
at the product development and revenue-generation stages, 
but have seen no reported participation at the start-up stage 
since 2010. 

9f_]dk�Yf\�N;k�Yj]�ogjcaf_�lg_]l`]j$� 
[jgo\^mf\af_�ak�Zmad\af_
VC funds are increasingly recognizing the contribution 
of angels and, in some cases, are collaborating on early-
stage investment with them. This is  sometimes done on a 
personal or a fund basis, although this involvement is not well 
documented in terms of formal activity statistics. In another 
interesting development, at the very early stages of the 
company life cycle, where even angels are hesitant to join in, 
[jgo\^mf\af_�ak�af[j]Ykaf_dq�Õddaf_�l`]�_Yh�af�eYjc]lk�km[`�

as the US and Europe, extending 
the choices and support open to 
entrepreneurs at the very early 
stages of development.

Corporate VC continues to 
lend weight in the later rounds 
and stages. Corporations are 
increasingly looking to VC-backed 
Zmkaf]kk]k�lg�Õdd�_Yhk�af�l`]aj�
innovation pipeline and enhance 
treasury returns.

As a general rule, corporate 
investors prefer the later funding 
rounds, when companies that have 
been somewhat de-risked are at 
the revenue-generation stage and 
where the product or service can 
be integrated in a short period of 
time to drive revenue growth or 

other synergies in their business. Historically, they have been 
egkl�Y[lan]�af�l`]�Zmkaf]kk�Yf\�ÕfYf[aYd�k]jna[]k�k][lgj$�
information technology and health care where their presence 
ensures consistently higher pre-money valuations than those 
without such investment.

Not only do the leading US-based entities that include Intel 
Capital, Google Ventures and Qualcomm Ventures play a 
ka_faÕ[Yfl�jgd]�af�l`]�\ge]kla[�MK�][gfgeq$�Zml�l`]q�Yj]�
Ydkg�Y�hj]k]f[]�gf�l`]�_dgZYd�klY_]&�L`]�ka_faÕ[Yfl�mhla[c�af�
investment in Israel in the later investment stages in 2013 
can, in some part, be attributed to these companies.

Against this backdrop, the indications are that the prospects 
for entrepreneurs seeking funding are stronger than they 
have been for some time at every stage of the funding 
ecosystem.

Ultimately, of course, despite the range of funding 
alternatives, investors will be attracted to those businesses 
that they perceive as having the right growth story and  
the right management team that comes to market at the  
right time. 
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Market and policy drive

•  Na#onal'Program'to'Promote'IC'
Industry'Development'was$
released$in$June,$2014$by$MIIT:$
•  Na9onal$IC$Industry$Fund$was$

founded.$Phase$I$Fund$has$125$
billion$RMB$in$size,$contributed$by$
Financial$Alloca9on,$Social$Security$
Fund,$and$others$led$by$China$
Development$Bank.$

•  40%$of$the$fund$will$be$invested$in$
IC$manufacturing$and$30%$in$IC$
design;$

•  Further$promo9on$will$be$
implemented$including$tax$cut;$

•  The$goal$is$that$by$2015,$the$
industrial$revenue$exceeds$350$
billion$RMB.$
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Lots of $$$ 

Lots of scientists 

Large scale manufacturing capabilities 

Large market 

Powerful policy drive

Hard technology investing takes…
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China needs to: 

More efficient allocation of capital - getting more grants and 
more government fund to the right start-ups 

Build platform for talents to get together rather than solo 
entrepreneurship 

Bridge start-ups and big corporates 

Strong policy drive that creates and protects markets
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Only China  

has all the right elements 

and here lies 

the golden opportunity 

for
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China 

and  

for hard technology investing
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